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I. INTRODUCTION 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 2 

A. Ralph C. Smith, 15728 Farmington Road, Livonia, Michigan 48154. 3 

 4 

Q. What is your occupation? 5 

A. I am a certified public accountant and a senior regulatory utility consultant with 6 

the firm Larkin & Associates, PLLC, certified public accountants and regulatory 7 

consultants. 8 

 9 

Q. Please describe Larkin & Associates. 10 

A. Larkin & Associates, PLLC, is a Certified Public Accounting and Regulatory 11 

Consulting Firm.  The firm performs independent regulatory consulting primarily 12 

for public service/utility commission staffs and consumer interest groups (public 13 

counsels, public advocates, consumer counsels, attorneys general, etc.)  Larkin & 14 

Associates, PLLC has extensive experience in the utility regulatory field as expert 15 

witnesses in over 600 regulatory proceedings, including numerous gas, electric, 16 

water and wastewater, and telephone utility cases. 17 

 18 

Q. Please summarize your professional experience.  19 

A. Subsequent to graduation from the University of Michigan, and after a short 20 

period of installing a computerized accounting system for a Southfield, Michigan 21 

realty management firm, I accepted a position as an auditor with the predecessor 22 

CPA firm to Larkin & Associates in July 1979.  Before becoming involved in 23 
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utility regulation where the majority of my time for the past 30 years has been 24 

spent, I performed audit, accounting, and tax work for a wide variety of 25 

businesses that were clients of the firm. 26 

During my service in the regulatory section of our firm, I have been 27 

involved in rate cases and other regulatory matters concerning numerous electric, 28 

gas, telephone, water, and sewer utility companies.  My present work consists 29 

primarily of analyzing rate case and regulatory filings of public utility companies 30 

before various regulatory commissions, and, where appropriate, preparing 31 

testimony and schedules relating to the issues for presentation before these 32 

regulatory agencies. 33 

My professional career has included over 31 years in public accounting 34 

and utility regulatory consulting at Larkin & Associates and its predecessor firm.  35 

I have performed work in the field of utility regulation on behalf of industry, 36 

public service commission staffs, state attorney generals, municipalities, and 37 

consumer groups concerning regulatory matters before regulatory agencies in 38 

Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Arizona, California, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, 39 

Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, 40 

Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, New Mexico, New 41 

York, Nevada, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South 42 

Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, Canada, 43 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and various state and federal courts of 44 

law.  I have presented expert testimony in regulatory hearings on behalf of utility 45 

commission staffs and intervenors on many occasions.  I have also presented 46 
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seminars on utility accounting and ratemaking on behalf of various clients, and 47 

have taught at the Institute of Public Utilities sponsored by Michigan State 48 

University. 49 

 50 

Q. What professional designations do you hold?  51 

A. I hold the following professional designations: 52 

• Certified Public Accountant (licensed in the State of Michigan) 53 

• Attorney (licensed in the State of Michigan) 54 

• Certified Rate of Return Analyst 55 

• Certified Financial Planner™ professional 56 

 57 

Q. Please summarize your educational background.  58 

A. I received a Bachelor of Science degree in Business Administration (Accounting 59 

Major) with distinction from the University of Michigan - Dearborn, in April 60 

1979.  I passed all parts of the C.P.A. examination on my first sitting in 1979, 61 

received my C.P.A. license in 1981, and received a certified financial planning 62 

certificate in 1983.  I also have a Master of Science in Taxation from Walsh 63 

College, 1981, and a law degree (J.D.) cum laude from Wayne State University, 64 

1986.  I also have participated each year in a variety of continuing professional 65 

education required to maintain my CPA license and CFP® certificate. 66 

Since 1981, I have been a member of the Michigan Association of 67 

Certified Public Accountants.  I am also a member of the Michigan Bar 68 

Association and the Society of Utility and Regulatory Financial Analysts 69 
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(SURFA)1.  I have served as an arbitrator in disputes involving financial 70 

transactions as part of the National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc. 71 

(NASD) Dispute Resolution program and the Financial Industry Regulatory 72 

Authority, Inc. (FINRA).  I have also been a member of the American Bar 73 

Association (ABA), and the ABA sections on Public Utility Law and Taxation.   74 

 75 

Q. Have you prepared an appendix that contains additional information on 76 

your educational background and professional experience? 77 

A. Yes.  CUB Exhibit 1.1, attached to this testimony also summarizes some of my 78 

regulatory experience and qualifications. 79 

 80 

Q. On whose behalf are you appearing? 81 

A. I am testifying on behalf of the Citizens Utilities Board (“CUB”) in response to 82 

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd” or “Company”). 83 

 84 

Q. Have you previously presented testimony before the Illinois Commerce 85 

Commission?  86 

A. Yes, I have previously presented testimony before the Illinois Commerce 87 

Commission (“Commission”) in a number of cases.  88 

 89 

Q. Please describe the tasks you performed related to your testimony in this 90 

case. 91 

                                                 
1 Formerly, the National Society of Rate of Return Analysts. 
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A. I reviewed and analyzed data and performed other procedures as necessary (1) to 92 

obtain an understanding of the ComEd formula rate filing package as it relates to 93 

the Company’s proposed rate decrease for electric distribution utility service and 94 

(2) to formulate an opinion concerning the reasonableness Company's proposed 95 

distribution revenue requirement.  These procedures included reviewing the 96 

Company's testimony and exhibits; reviewing ComEd’s responses to the data 97 

requests of the Staff, AG, CUB and other parties and analyzing ComEd's 98 

responses to them; and reviewing ComEd’s compliance filing for the results of 99 

changes to the Formula Rate to Comply with the Final Order in ICC Docket No. 100 

11-0721. 101 

 102 

Q. Has ComEd provided a listing of the adjustments it has made as a result of 103 

the Commission’s final rate order in Docket No. 11-0721? 104 

A. Yes.  ComEd’s response to AG 2.02 included a summary of all of the changes 105 

that ComEd had reflected in its Exhibits 10.2 and 10.3 to reflect that Final Order. 106 

 107 

Q. What issues will you be addressing in your testimony? 108 

A. I address an issue in the determination of the rate base to be used in calculation of 109 

the Company’s revenue requirement for accrued vacation pay.  I also address an 110 

adjustment to operating expense to remove costs incurred related to the merger of 111 

ComEd’s parent company, Exelon with Constellation Energy, which was 112 

consummated in March 2012.  Finally, consistent with the Commission’s findings 113 

in its Final Order in Docket No. 11-0721, I address an adjustment to the billing 114 
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determinants used by the Company to calculate the rates necessary to produce the 115 

net revenue requirement that recognizes revenue from 2012 customer growth 116 

related to 2012 plant included by ComEd for such customer growth.   117 

 118 

Q. How is the remainder of your testimony organized? 119 

A. My testimony is organized into the following sections: 120 

II. Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations  121 

III. Organization of Supporting Schedules 122 

IV. Rate Base Adjustments 123 

V. Net Operating Income Adjustments 124 

 125 

II. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND 126 
RECOMMENDATIONS 127 

Q. Please summarize your conclusions and recommendations. 128 

A. Based on my review of the Company’s testimony, on the discovery that has been 129 

conducted, on publicly available information, and on my experience in the area of 130 

regulatory accounting, policy, and revenue requirement determination, my 131 

conclusions and recommendations to date are as follows: 132 

• The Company’s rate base should be reduced by $8.54 million as shown on 133 
CUB Exhibit 1.2, Schedule B-1, to reflect Accumulated Deferred Income 134 
Taxes related to the amount of Accrued Vacation Pay Liability that is 135 
deducted from rate base. 136 

• Test year operating expenses should be reduced by $7.213 million as shown 137 
on CUB Exhibit 1.2, Schedule C-1 to remove expenses related to the merger 138 
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of ComEd’s parent company with Constellation Energy, which was 139 
consummated in March 2012. 140 

• ComEd’s billing determinants should be adjusted, consistent with the findings 141 
in the Commission’s Final Order in Docket No. 11-0721 to reflect customer 142 
growth.  143 

 144 

III. ORGANIZATION OF SUPPORTING 145 
SCHEDULES 146 

Q. Please identify the supporting schedules that you are sponsoring in CUB 147 

Exhibit 1.2.  148 

A. I am sponsoring all schedules in CUB Exhibit 1.2.   They are organized into rate 149 

base and operating expense adjustment schedules.  CUB Ex. 1.2 contains rate 150 

base adjustment Schedule B-1 and net operating income adjustment Schedule C-151 

1. 152 

 153 

Q. Have you attached to your testimony any Exhibits containing additional 154 

details concerning some of the CUB adjustments that you are sponsoring?  155 

A. Yes. CUB Exhibit 1.3 includes ComEd’s responses to data requests and other 156 

documents that are referenced in my testimony.    157 

  158 

Q.  How have you organized the discussion of issues in your testimony? 159 

A.  The remainder of my testimony is organized around adjustments and issue 160 

discussions.  Each adjustment to rate base and net operating income that I 161 

recommend is discussed below in a separate section of the testimony.  162 
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 163 

IV. RATE BASE ADJUSTMENTS 164 

B-1, Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes Related to Operating 165 
Reserves - Accrued Vacation Pay 166 

Q. Why have you proposed an adjustment for ADIT on Accrued Vacation Pay? 167 

A. ComEd correctly reduced rate base by $25.286 million for Accrued Vacation Pay 168 

on a jurisdictional basis, before considering the related ADIT.  However, ComEd 169 

failed to fully reflect ADIT on the deferred debit portion thus overstating rate base 170 

by $8.54 million on a jurisdictional basis. 171 

 172 

Q. What did the Commission’s Final Order in Docket No. 11-0721 require for  173 

Operating Reserves for Accrued Vacation Pay? 174 

A. The Commission’s Final Order in Docket No. 11-0721 addressed this issue at 175 

pages 67-70 and found that Accrued Vacation Pay was a source of funding 176 

supporting rate base and required that the Accrued Vacation Pay liability be 177 

deducted from rate base.    178 

 179 

Q. What amount of Accrued Vacation Pay Liability has ComEd reflected as an 180 

offset to jurisdictional rate base in its Compliance Filing? 181 

A. The Company’s calculation of the rate base deduction for Accrued Vacation Pay 182 

is shown on ComEd Exhibit 10.3, WP 5, page 6.  As reproduced on CUB Exhibit 183 

1.2, Schedule B-1, that amount is $51.3 million in total and $46.0 million on a 184 
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jurisdictional basis.  The Company also calculated a deferred debit related to 185 

capitalized vacation pay and added that deferred debit back to rate base on 186 

ComEd Exhibit 10.3, WP 5, page 5.  As reproduced on CUB Exhibit 1.2, 187 

Schedule B-1, that amount is $23.1 million in total and $20.7 million on a 188 

jurisdictional basis.  The net amount of Accrued Vacation Pay deducted from rate 189 

base by ComEd is summarized on CUB Exhibit 1.2, Schedule B-1 and is $25.286 190 

million on a jurisdictional basis, before considering the related ADIT. 191 

 192 

Q. What is a deferred debit? 193 

A. A deferred debit generally refers to a cost that is being deferred by a utility which 194 

is accounted for in an asset account on the utility’s books.  The FERC Uniform 195 

System of Accounts for Electric Utilities,2 for example, provides the following 196 

specifications for major utilities for using Account 186, Miscellaneous deferred 197 

debits, which is the account in which ComEd has recorded the Accrued Vacation 198 

Pay deferred debit: 199 

A. For Major utilities, this account shall include all debits not 200 
elsewhere provided for, such as miscellaneous work in progress, 201 
and unusual or extraordinary expenses, not included in other 202 
accounts, which are in process of amortization and items the 203 
proper final disposition of which is uncertain. 204 

… 205 

C. For both Major and Nonmajor utilities, the records supporting 206 
the entries to this account shall be so kept that the utility can 207 
furnish full information as to each deferred debit included herein. 208 

 209 

                                                 
2 See, e.g., http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/text-

idx?c=ecfr&sid=a1c36a909490a7f1508137221b50c2c6&rgn=div5&view=text&node=18:1.0.1.3.
34&idno=18 
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Q. What explanation has ComEd provided for the deferred debit amount? 210 

A. In response to AG Data Request 3.02, the Company explained that:  211 

Because vacation pay is charged to specific capital projects during 212 
the year in which vacation is taken, the cost of the estimated 213 
vacation pay liability expected to be distributed to capital in the 214 
following year is recorded as a deferred debit to the ComEd 215 
general ledger in FERC Account 186- Deferred Debits.   216 

 217 
The Company further explained in response to AG Data Request 3.03 that: “the 218 

rate base deduction [for Accrued Vacation Pay] should be reduced by the amount 219 

of this related deferred debit, since these deferred costs have not been recovered 220 

from ratepayers.” 221 

 222 

Q. Do you agree with that part of ComEd’s adjustment? 223 

A. Yes, I agree with ComEd’s net reduction to rate base of $25.286 million for 224 

Accrued Vacation Pay on a jurisdictional basis, before considering the related 225 

ADIT.  However, as explained below, ComEd failed to fully reflect ADIT on the 226 

deferred debit portion and thus the rate base proposed by ComEd for Accrued 227 

Vacation Pay is overstated by $8.54 million on a jurisdictional basis. 228 

 229 

Q. Why does ADIT accrue on the deferred debit portion of Accrued Vacation 230 

Pay? 231 

A. The deferred debit portion of Accrued Vacation Pay represents a temporary 232 

difference, and thus should have related ADIT just as the Accrued Vacation Pay 233 

liability does. 234 

 235 
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Q. What amount of ADIT did ComEd reflect for rate base related to the 236 

Accrued Vacation Pay? 237 

A. As summarized on CUB Exhibit 1.2, Schedule B-1, ComEd reflected an addition 238 

to rate base for the ADIT at a combined income tax rate only on the $46.0 million 239 

Accrued Vacation Pay liability amount, but did not reflect any related ADIT for 240 

the $20.7 million deferred debit amount.  As shown on CUB Exhibit 1.2, 241 

Schedule B-1, the ADIT on the deferred debit amount reduces ComEd’s 242 

jurisdictional rate base by $8.54 million. 243 

 244 

Q. Please summarize the adjustment for Accrued Vacation Pay net of related 245 

ADIT. 246 

A. As shown on CUB Exhibit 1.2, Schedule B-1, appropriately reflecting the ADIT 247 

on the deferred debit amount reduces ComEd’s jurisdictional rate base by $8.54 248 

million. 249 

 250 

V. NET OPERATING INCOME ADJUSTMENTS 251 

C-1, Merger Costs 252 

Q. What amounts of merger costs has ComEd included in its 2011 jurisdictional 253 

operating results? 254 

A. ComEd’s corrected response to data request AG 2.03 shows that ComEd has 255 

included $7.213 million in jurisdictional operating expenses for costs recorded by 256 

ComEd in 2011 in connection with the proposed merger between ComEd’s parent 257 
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company, Exelon,  and Constellation Energy Group, Inc.  ComEd’s corrected 258 

response to AG 2.03 provides the following explanation of the merger costs: 259 

The non-incremental (internal) integration costs incurred by 260 
ComEd and Exelon Business Services Company (“BSC”) are 261 
primarily payroll related costs for employees engaged in merger 262 
integration activities. These activities focused on the combination 263 
of shared services functions including IT, Supply, Finance, Human 264 
Resources, Payroll and Accounts Payable processing, Legal, etc. 265 
External integration costs included external consultants and other 266 
expertise as needed. Such integration efforts are necessary to plan 267 
for the future shared services organization, consolidate operations 268 
of two separate companies, standardize processes and systems, 269 
adopt best practices, and eliminate duplicate positions to obtain 270 
future economies of scale and associated synergy savings. The 271 
expenses represent the upfront costs of achieving savings from the 272 
consolidation of the two organizations, which will more than offset 273 
the upfront costs. Because these savings will be included in 274 
delivery service rates in future years, the upfront costs represent 275 
prudently incurred delivery service costs. 276 

However, to my knowledge, ComEd has not identified the amount of 277 

savings, nor provided any assurance that such savings will in fact occur and be 278 

passed through to the benefit of its jurisdictional ratepayers.  Additionally, 279 

ComEd has failed to demonstrate that ratepayers should pay for costs related to 280 

this merger.  The Act at section 7-204(c)3 provides that:    281 

The Commission shall not approve a reorganization without ruling 282 
on:  (i) the allocation of any savings from the proposed 283 
reorganization;  and (ii) whether the companies should be allowed 284 
to recover any costs incurred in accomplishing the proposed 285 
reorganization and, if so, the amount of the costs eligible for 286 
recovery and how the costs will be allocated.   287 

 288 

Q. What is your understanding of the status of the merger between Exelon and 289 

Constellation Energy Group, Inc.? 290 

                                                 

3 See 220 ILCS 5/7-204(c) 
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A. The Companies have announced that the merger of Exelon Corporation and 291 

Constellation Energy was completed on March 12, 2012, and the parent 292 

organization of the combined company will retain the Exelon name.  According to 293 

the Merger Fact Sheet4 combined earnings are expected to increase and future 294 

cost savings and synergies are anticipated to result, as the companies state that the 295 

merger: 296 

Leverages compelling economics for both companies — including 297 
being accretive to cash flows and earnings, balance sheet scale to 298 
pursue growth, investment grade credit metrics, annual synergies 299 
of $200 million – $310 million, and reduced liquidity 300 
requirements. 301 

 302 

Q. Has ComEd demonstrated the amount of jurisdictional savings from the 303 

merger or reflected merger savings as an offset to the cost in the current 304 

docket? 305 

A. No.  306 

 307 

Q. Should the merger costs be charged to ComEd ratepayers by including them 308 

in the formula rate plan expenses? 309 

A. No. The merger costs should be removed from ComEd’s formula rate plan 310 

expenses for a number of reasons, including that removal of merger costs is 311 

consistent with Commission precedent and prospective savings have not occurred 312 

and are speculative. 313 

                                                 

4See http://www.exeloncorp.com/assets/newsroom/downloads/docs/ Fact_EXC_CEG_Final.pdf, 
a copy of which is included in CUB Ex. 1.3. 
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 314 

Q. How is removal of merger costs consistent with Commission precedent? 315 

A. For example, the Appellate Court of Illinois, Third District in  Illinois-American 316 

Water Co. v. Illinois Commerce Commission, 322 Ill. App. 3d 365, 369 (3rd Dist. 317 

2001), in an order dated May 18, 2001, affirmed the Commission’s Order to pass 318 

all of the savings and none of the costs proposed by Illinois-American on to the 319 

ratepayers.  That Appellate Court decision interpreted section 7-204 of the Act,5 320 

which specifically addresses utility reorganization and which has been in effect 321 

since April 1997.  That Appellate Court decision also stated that:  “It is apparent 322 

that the Commission is afforded great discretion under section 7-204 as to 323 

whether a utility should be allowed to recover merger costs at all.”    324 

I also note the Commission’s recent December 7, 2011 Order in Docket 325 

No. 11-0046 in a case involving a proposed merger of AGL Resources Inc., Nicor 326 

Inc., Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company, in an Application 327 

for Approval of a Reorganization Pursuant to Section 7-204 of the Illinois Public 328 

Utilities Act.  That Commission Order states at pages 35-36 that: 329 

The Commission concludes that subsection 7-204(c) of the Act 330 
shall be applied in the instant case by allocating all reorganization-331 
related savings to ratepayers and precluding recovery by NG of 332 
any costs incurred in accomplishing the Reorganization (as defined 333 
above). Irrespective of when, how or by whom a future NG 334 
ratemaking proceeding is initiated, all savings must flow through 335 
to the costs associated with regulated operations under our 336 
jurisdiction [footnote omitted]. Merger-related savings realized by 337 
any of NG’s corporate affiliates or corporate parents must be 338 
included within the flow-through to NG ratepayers, insofar as 339 
those savings are reflected in costs allocated to NG by any such 340 

                                                 

5 See 220 ILCS 5/7-204.   
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affiliate or parent and insofar as such allocated costs are associated 341 
with NG’s regulated activities under our jurisdiction. 342 

 Similarly, costs incurred by ComEd relating to the merger of Exelon and 343 

Constellation Energy should be borne by shareholders.  Consistent with such an 344 

allocation of merger costs and savings, the merger costs incurred by ComEd in 345 

2011 should be removed from ComEd’s jurisdictional operating expenses. 346 

 347 

Q. Are there other reasons why the Exelon-Constellation merger-related costs 348 

should be removed? 349 

A. Yes.  No merger savings have been reflected by ComEd in its 2011 results, and it 350 

is speculative at this time - in terms of  amount and timing - whether future 351 

merger savings, if any, will be passed on to ComEd’s jurisdictional ratepayers.  352 

Consequently, the concept of matching benefits with costs would dictate that the 353 

merger costs recorded by ComEd in its 2011 results should be removed.  354 

Moreover, as noted above, allocating the merger savings to ratepayers and the 355 

merger costs to shareholders would appear to be consistent with the prior 356 

Commission findings applying subsection 7-204(c) of the Act to allocate 357 

reorganization related savings and costs.  In conjunction with the Exelon-358 

Constellation Energy merger, it was not the ICC that reviewed or approved the 359 

merger (rather that approval was apparently required and granted in Maryland and 360 

by the FERC).  Because, the ICC did not review or approve that merger, section 361 

7-204 may not be directly applicable.  Nevertheless, the regulatory principles 362 

noted in the cases cited above provide a framework for evaluating ComEd’s 363 

attempted inclusion of Exelon-Constellation merger costs.  In the current ComEd 364 
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case, there is also the lack of any demonstrated ratepayer benefits (since savings 365 

are yet unquantified), and the fact that these are merger expenses have resulted 366 

from a merger the parent company, not ComEd.  In summary, the ICC did not 367 

approve the Exelon-Constellation merger, and ComEd has not demonstrated that 368 

the merger expenses are reasonable or prudently-incurred ComEd operating 369 

expenses. 370 

 371 

Q. Please explain the adjustment shown on CUB Exhibit 1.2, Schedule C-1. 372 

A. The adjustment shown on CUB Exhibit 1.2, Schedule C-1 removes the 373 

jurisdictional operating expense of $7.213 million that were identified in 374 

ComEd’s corrected response to data request AG 2.03. 375 

VI. PLANT ADDITIONS FOR NEW BUSINESS 376 
AND BILLING DETERMINANTS 377 

Q. What does the Commission’s Final Order in Docket No. 11-0721 state with 378 

respect to New Business and Billing Determinants?  379 

A. The Commission’s Final Order in Docket No. 11-0721 addresses this at pages 73-380 

76.  In that docket, the AG/AARP noted that ComEd’s forecast included 381 

distribution facilities that are built to accommodate customer growth.  382 

Accordingly, AG/AARP argued that an adjustment should be made to the 2010 383 

billing determinants that will be used to allocate the revenue requirement among 384 

customers.  The new plant will serve an increase in the number of customers 385 

served by ComEd, requiring a 0.42% increase in the number of residential 386 
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customers and a 0.90% increase in the number of small commercial and industrial 387 

customers.  AG/AARP pointed out that, if the billing determinants do not match 388 

the number of customers that are actually served by plant additions and customer 389 

growth, the revenue requirement will be collected from too few customers, 390 

resulting in the rate per customer being higher than it should be.6  At pages 75-76 391 

of the Final Order in Docket No. 11-0721, the Commission concluded that the 392 

adjustment to billing determinants should be made, noting that AG/AARP 393 

proposal was “a methodology to ensure that the billing determinants are based on 394 

accurate information” and that “the use of accurate billing determinants is 395 

consistent with Commission practice and law.”  Accordingly, the Commission 396 

concluded that ComEd had not presented valid reasons for rejecting the 397 

AG/AARP proposal, and that:  “The AG/AARP proposal is reasonable and it is 398 

approved.  ComEd shall adjust its billing determinants accordingly.” 399 

 400 

Q. Has ComEd reflected in its compliance filing a similar adjustment to billing 401 

determinants for 2012 customer growth served by 2012 facilities that are 402 

built to accommodate 2012 customer growth? 403 

A. No. One of the components of ComEd’s plant additions estimated for 2012 is for 404 

“New Business.”  Examples are equipment and line extensions to serve new 405 

residential or commercial development.  The “New Business” component of the 406 

2012 plant in service additions, approximately $130.0 million, represents facilities 407 

to accommodate customer growth.  However, in response to AG Data Request 408 

                                                 

6 Final Order in Docket No. 11-0721 at pages 73-74. 
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5.03, ComEd stated that it made no adjustment to billing determinants to reflect 409 

2012 New Business because:   410 

Both the Commission’s direction, and the proposal upon which the 411 
direction was based, specifically addressed adjustments to only 412 
2010 billing determinants. Neither the Commission’s direction nor 413 
the approved proposal upon which the direction was based 414 
addressed adjustments to 2011 billing determinants (or any other 415 
year for that matter). 416 

 417 

Q. Does the issue of adjusting the billing determinants continue to apply in the 418 

current case where ComEd has included in its proposed revenue requirement 419 

estimated 2012 distribution plant additions for New Business? 420 

A. Yes.  The ratemaking issue concerning billing determinant growth for New 421 

Business is the same in this docket as it was in Docket No. 12-0321, only the 422 

growth here is for 2012 New Business and the customer growth in Docket No. 11-423 

0721 was for 2011 New Business.  In this docket, the Company has adjusted the 424 

2011 rate base to include New Business plant additions in 2012.  That New 425 

Business plant will be used to serve new customers.  It is therefore appropriate 426 

and consistent to match the billing determinants used in the calculation of rates 427 

necessary to produce the approved net revenue requirement to the plant used to 428 

provide service included in rate base.  This is appropriate and necessary in the 429 

current case, just as the Commission found it to be in Docket No. 11-0721. 430 

 431 

Q. What adjustment to billing determinants is necessary? 432 

A. As shown on CUB Exhibit 1.2, Schedule RD, the average number of residential 433 

customers in 2011 increased by 0.37% over the average number of residential 434 
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customers in 2010.  The average number of small commercial and industrial 435 

customers in 2011 increased by 0.88% over the average number of small 436 

commercial and industrial customers in 2010. These increases are comparable to 437 

the 0.42% residential increase and 0.90% small commercial and industrial 438 

customer increase reflected in the Commission’s Final Order in Docket No. 11-439 

0721.  The 0.37% residential and 0.88% small commercial and industrial 440 

customer increases, based on the 2011 over 2010 increases, would appear to be 441 

reasonable estimates of the growth rates that can be expected from 2011 to 2012.  442 

Accordingly, the rates to produce the approved revenue requirement should 443 

reflect an increase of 0.37% in the bills to residential customers be increased by 444 

0.37% and a 0.88% increase in the bills to small commercial and industrial 445 

customers.   These increases are needed to reflect estimated annual growth in the 446 

number of customers in those classes and to be consistent with the inclusion of 447 

2012 New Business plant additions in rate base. 448 

 449 

VII. CARRYING COSTS 450 

Q. What carrying cost rate has ComEd applied in its compliance filing? 451 

A.  ComEd used 3.42% in its compliance filing for carrying costs as shown on 452 

ComEd Ex 10.2 Schedule FR A-4.  The 3.42% is the “hybrid” carrying cost rate 453 

specified in the Commission’s Final Order in Docket No. 11-0721, based on a 454 

combination of short- and long-term debt.  The carrying cost rate is one of the 455 

issues for rehearing in that docket.  In Docket No. 11-0721, CUB supported using 456 

a higher rate on over-collected balances, and anticipates addressing the carrying 457 
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charge rate issue in the Docket No. 11-0721 rehearing proceeding.  If the 458 

Commission adopts a different carrying cost rate in the rehearing, the carrying 459 

cost used in this proceeding must be revised accordingly. 460 

 461 

Q. Does that conclude your direct testimony? 462 

A. Yes, it does.   463 


